Abstract
Introduction
The theory of rough sets [1] is a powerful mathematical approach to deal with imprecision, uncertainty and vagueness in data analysis. The development and achievement of rough set theory are outstandingly manifested in various deformation and generalization of rough set model from the initial model [2] .
Although many problems relating to data analysis have been successfully solved by rough set theory, due to the limitation of rough set theory being based on set theory, a large number of problems connecting with function theory, such as synthesis and analysis of rough controllers, generation and optimization of discrete dynamic systems [3] [4] [5] [6] etc, could not be described and solved only by the lower and upper approximate sets in rough set theory. Therefore, Pawlak [6] [7] [8] generalized the concepts of rough sets into real numbers domain and provided descriptions of rough functions in real numbers domain. The researches [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] on rough function model develop this new theory, and thus lay dependable foundations for continuing researches.
On rough differential equations in rough function model, literature [8] gave the general form of first-order rough differential equations. Then from an example of solving a simple rough differential equation, it pointed out that there were two methods of solving rough differential equations. The direct basis of the both methods was a proposition given by literature [8] . However, there exist several insufficiencies in applications of the proposition. In addition, essential theories were not given by literature [8] , including basic concepts necessary for intensively study of rough differential equations, fundamental properties of solutions, and so on. In the light of the above problems, the investigations on rough differential equations to be discussed in this paper are as follows. (1) A series of essential concepts of rough differential equations are given in section 2, such as rough differential equations of first order and n-th order, their initial value problems, linear homogeneous (non-homogeneous) rough differential equations, groups of rough differential equations, etc. (2) In section 3, rough linear superposition principles of linear rough differential equations are proposed, which lay theoretical foundations for discussing solving methods of rough differential equations and groups of equations. (3) In section 4, insufficiencies in original solving methods of rough differential equations are pointed out.
Corresponding solving methods of different types of common rough differential equations are analyzed, and general forms of the solutions are given. (4) Section 5 gives a simple application of rough differential equations in dynamic systems. Although the example is simple, it possesses the generality of applications. And finally, section 6 concludes the whole paper.
Some preliminary concepts necessary to this paper such as rough functions and rough derivatives, etc can be seen in literatures [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Basic concepts of rough differential equations
A rough differential equation [8] is an equation which contains single-variable unknown rough functions discretely valuing in [n] and their rough derivatives. Definition 1. Let f (k) (kZ+) be the k-th order rough derivative of the one-variable rough function f, then the rough differential equation
is called the rough differential equation of n-th order, where  is a rough function of several variables.
When n=1, the rough differential equation of n-th order is referred to the first-order rough differential equation [8] :
Definition 2. The problem of solving (1) satisfying initial conditions f (0) =j0, f′ (0) =j0′, , f (n-1) (0) = j0 (n-1) (j0 (i)  [m], i=0, 1, , n-1) is called the initial values problem of the n-th order rough differential equation, which is also called the Cauchy problem. The f (i), satisfying the above conditions, is referred to as the solution of the Cauchy problem.
Rough differential equations are divided into two types of the linear and the non-linear, according to the rough unknown function items and their rough derivative items appearing linearly or non-linearly in rough differential equations.
Definition 3. The general form of a linear rough differential equation of n-th order is defined as In the theory of differential equations, the so-called "integrating" a differential expression and "differentiating" an integral expression is one of the most important skills, and is a fundamental tool of study various properties of solutions [18] . The use of indefinite integrals causes that the result of the solution contains a random constant, so that there is the concept of the ordinary solution correspondingly. While in the theory of rough differential equations, rough functions are defined in [n] . When solving rough differential equations, we only take rough integrations with the lower limitation 0 and the upper limitation i. Therefore, the constant needs to be determined in the result of the solution which is f (0), and the significance of the "ordinary" solution is not obvious. Hence, the solution containing the constant f (0) and the solution of the Cauchy problem with determined f (0) are not to be delineated here. we call the group of equations
is a linear homogeneous rough differential equations group.
The group of equations
is defined as a linear non-homogeneous rough differential equations group, where ( )
Properties of linear rough differential equation solutions
Linear rough differential equations are bases of studying non-linear rough differential equations. Therefore, the theory of linear rough differential equations is quite important in both theory and applications. This paper only discusses linear rough differential equations and their applications. Nonlinear rough equations will be discussed in the future.
Theorem 1 (Principle 1 of Rough Superposition). If both f1 (i) and f2 (i) are solutions of (3) ′, C1 and C2 are random integer constants, then C1f1 (i) +C2f2 (i) is also a solution of (3) 
. By rough derivatives operating rules [17] , the above expression can be turned into
. It follows that the above expression is identically equal to zero. Therefore, we can conclude that C1f1 (i) +C2f2 (i) is a solution of (3) ′.
Then we prove the latter part of the theorem. Substituting
is a solution vector of (4).
Theorem 2 (Principle 2 of Rough Superposition). If both f1 (i) and f2 (i) are solutions of (
is a solution vector of (5).
Theorem 4 (Principle 4 of Rough Superposition). Assume g (i) =g1 (i) +g2 (i) ++ gp (i) and fq
where, at least one of gq (i) is not identically equal to 0, then f1 (i) +f2 (i) ++fp (i) satisfies (3) ′′.
And assume g
where, at least one of ( )
The proofs of theorem 2-4 are analogous with that of theorem 1, omitted.
Solving methods of rough differential equations
In literature [8] , Pawlak gave two methods of solving rough differential equations which are (1) solving the analytic expression of the solution; (2) obtaining every result of the solution by the recursive expression of relation. The foundation of the two methods is the proposition as follows. The applications of this proposition have the following insufficiencies yet, which are (1) in proposition 1, it is only pointed out that k is an integer constant. In fact, k can be determined and is solvable. It can be easily checked that k=-f (0) by definitions of rough integrals and rough derivatives. (2) Methods and formulas, which can be applied directly to obtaining solutions of rough differential equations in analytic forms, are not given by literature [8] . In the light of this point, this paper will discuss ordinary common rough differential equations according to their types. Solving methods and general forms of solutions will be given correspondingly. (3) The recursive formula of solving rough differential equations, f (i+1) =f (i) +f ′ (i), is just the defining expression of the first order rough derivations. It has no direct relationship with proposition 1. Moreover, the initial condition of the recursive relation expression given by literature [8] is f (0) =k. The k among it is not the integer constant k in proposition 1.
In general, the overwhelming majority of the rough differential equations are linear rough differential equations with constant coefficients, which can be solved accurately in analytic forms. In addition, what is given is the expression of f (i) depending on i and the initial condition f (0). In the following, several kinds of common rough differential equations are discussed according to their types.
First-order rough differential equations with reducible order
Definition 5. The first-order rough differential equation with reducible order is defined as
where
The left side of the equation is the first-order rough derivative of the unknown rough function f (i). The right is expression of the independent variable, and the unknown rough function is not obviously included. 
. Then by the rough integration 
Linear rough differential equations of first order
The proof is analogous with that of theorem 6, omitted. From theorem 7, the following corollaries can be immediately derived.
Corollory 1.
The recursive solution of (9) ′ is f (i) =f (0)
Corollory 2. The Cauchy problem solution of (9) 
This equation belongs to a linear non-homogeneous rough differential equation of first order, where P (i) =2i, Q (i) =i. According to theorem 7, it can be directly gained that the solution of this equation f
It follows that substituting different values of i into the above expression respectively, the solution needed can be obtained immediately.
Linear rough differential equations group with constant coefficients
Solving linear rough differential equations group with constant coefficients is equal to solving rough differential equations group of (5) in which A (i) is in the form of a constant matrix. General steps will be given as follows.
Step 1 Eliminate some unknown rough functions and their various order rough derivatives from the rough differential equations group. A higher order linear rough equation with constant coefficients, which containing only one unknown rough function, can be thus obtained.
Step 2 Seek the unknown rough function satisfying this higher order linear rough differential equation with constant coefficients.
Step 3 Substitute the obtained rough function into the original equations group to seek the rest unknown rough functions.
Illustrating other types of rough differential equations
In the discussion of the above several types of rough differential equations, the formula method and the recursive method are applied to solve. For other types, some of them can be solved by being turned into the known type of rough differential equations after proper deformation according to the characteristics of the equations. The digital curvature function [19] is illustrated as follows. 
Dynamic temperature sensing control system and its applications
The fundamental method of mechanism modeling for dynamic systems is listing dynamic equations for motion of the systems according to physical laws. Abstract mathematical models of dynamic systems are described by real functions, while actually observed and computed models are described by finite rational number sets, rather than real number sets, obtained as a result of measurements or computations7-8. Rough functions in rough function model are approximations of real functions uniquely determined by indiscernibility relations. Therefore, rough differential equations provide an ideal and feasible tool for describing dynamic systems.
In order to discuss conveniently and make the results in this paper easily understood and accepted by readers, we introduce the figure 1 in literature [8] into this section as the preparatory knowledge of the discussion in this section. The original figure is modified as follows. "" denotes the lower temperature, "×" denotes the upper temperature, and "·" denotes the extrapolation temperature. For direct perception, "" and "" together with "×" and "×" are linked by broken solid lines; "" and "·" together with "×" and "·" are linked by broken dotted lines. The figure is thus different from the original one. The belt-shaped region expressed in figure 1 is the temperature control belt of the temperature control function f (x). In fact, figure 1 illustrates a dynamic temperature sensing control process (literature [8] did not explain the detailed practical applications). Its work process is as follows. If the temperature at some hour t conforms the requirements predetermined, i.e. the temperature falls into the temperature control belt, then the temperature sensor remains in work state. Otherwise, the sensor controlling "" and "×" breaks off, and system is in the state of energy-saving and halting.
Extrapolation acquirement of dynamic values.
Differential equations have extrapolation characteristics. This is a fact well known. In the same way, rough differential equations also have extrapolation characteristics. The temperature values denoted by black dots in figure 1 are acquired by extrapolating rough differential equations. If the temperature f (k) at t=k hour is known, then what is the temperature at t=k+1 hour? Assume the initial temperature of the system f (0) =1 is in the temperature control belt, the system is in the state of work, and f (t) =5 at t=2 hour. By the discussions in Section 4.1 as well as the extrapolation characteristic of rough differential equations, we can deduce that f (k+1) = . It is easily obtained that at the next t=3 hour, f (t) =7. Obviously, if the temperature at some hour is known, then temperature at any hour in the next period of time can be extrapolated by the analytic expressions of rough differential equations. This is the general significance that this example expresses. The example in this section is simple. However, it possesses the generality of applications of rough differential equations.
Conclusions
On the basis of difference and differential equation theory, a theoretical system of rough differential equations is established. (1) Four principles of rough superposition lay foundations for solving methods to linear rough differential equations. Solutions in analytic form of the first-order rough differential equations with reducible order can be obtained by the formula method and recursive method. (2) For non-homogeneous equations in linear rough differential equations of first order, their analytic solutions can be obtained by the recursive method. Thus, analytic solutions of homogeneous rough differential equations can be given in a corollary form. (3) General solving steps for linear rough differential equations groups with constant coefficients are given. (4) We make general remarks on rough differential equations besides the above typical types. Finally, (5) A simple application of rough differential equations is given in the dynamic temperature sensing control system. The generality of applications of rough differential equations in dynamic systems is illustrated.
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